Sport trac cover

For more information go to Although it's built to withstand just about any type of beating that
it's bound to encounter while on the road, it will still succumb to premature wear and tear if you
don't keep it properly maintained. Here are some ways on how you can keep you tonneau cover
looking and working excellently:. Like every other part of your vehicle, the best way to keep
your tonneau cover in excellent form is by regularly cleaning it using the proper materials. This
is a fairly easy task that's sure to benefit your tonneau cover in the long run. Simply dilute a
mild soap with clean water and use a soft non-abrasive cloth or sponge to lightly scrub its
surface. Avoid using cleaners that contain harsh chemicals, these can cause irreversible
damage to your covers. After you've completely bathed your tonneau cover, let it dry off using
another clean set of soft cloths or sponges. You should also keep in mind that spot cleaning
will make the cover's finish look uneven so you should avoid doing this at all cost. It's a good
habit to check the mounting hardware of your tonneau cover on a regular basis. Doing this
keeps you aware if there are any loose or damaged components that you need to tend to before
it causes even bigger problems. Check the tonneau cover's clamps, bolts, and screws. Make
sure to tighten up loose-fitting parts to ensure that the cover will not detach from your truck
unexpectedly. You should also test if the cover slides over the rails smoothly. If not, apply a bit
of lubricant to make sure that the cover won't stick to the rails. Your tonneau cover is exposed
to a variety of damaging elements including small road debris. Over time, these elements can
take a toll on its appearance and cause bigger problems if left unnoticed. Examine your tonneau
cover for scratches, tears, nicks, and bumps. You should also look for signs of corrosion while
you're at it. Be sure to tend to parts that need fixing to keep them from worsening. A Ford
Explorer Sport Trac tonneau cover gives your truck both form and function in one versatile
accessory. It's primarily used for securely storing cargo at the truck bed. But aside from
providing safe storage, a tonneau cover also completes the look of your truck by giving it a
customized appearance. It's also useful in protecting your truck bed from various weather
elements. This accessory comes in two types: soft top and hard top. No matter which type of
tonneau cover you have, installing it can be done at the comfort of your own garage. You only
need to have the right tools and a bit of mechanical know-how to perform this DIY task. To make
this task a lot easier for you, here are some important things to remember when installing your
Ford Explorer Sport Trac tonneau cover:. There are a lot of tonneau cover manufacturers
nowadays, each one having the capability to offer a variety of designs with sizes that are
specific to the model of a truck. However, you should keep in mind that not all tonneau covers
in the market can fit your truck like a glove. Before you try to mount the tonneau cover over
your car, talk to its manufacturer to confirm if it's indeed the right model for your vehicle. There
are also a few tell-tale signs that will help you verify if the tonneau cover is not compatible with
your truck. Try to check if the bed liners and rail caps block its mounting area. If it does, you
definitely have an incompatible tonneau cover for your vehicle. Most tonneau covers come with
rails and it's important that you know how and when to put it in place to make sure that the
cover is attached sturdily. Incorrect rail installation hinders the smooth opening and closing
function of your tonneau cover. Carefully inspect if the rails are positioned at the center and if
they're parallel with each other. It's also a good idea to consult the installation manual that
came with your tonneau cover to find out if there are any other mounting procedures you
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Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The first mid-sized pickup truck produced by Ford, the
Sport Trac was marketed from the to the model years skipping the model year. Produced over
two generations, the Ford Explorer Sport Trac shared its chassis and much of its body from the
Ford Explorer SUV with the pickup truck bed designed specifically for the model line. As Ford
developed the fifth-generation Ford Explorer SUV for the model year, the Sport Trac was phased
out of the model line, with production ending in October Closely matching the Sport Trac in
size, the fourth-generation Ford Ranger serves the same market function in its SuperCrew
four-door crew cab configuration. To accommodate for the addition of a pickup bed, the
wheelbase of the Explorer Sport Trac was lengthened from As with the Ford Explorer and Ford

Explorer Sport, rear-wheel drive was standard, with ControlTrac four-wheel drive as an optional
powertrain configuration. A hp SOHC 4. A five-speed manual transmission was standard, with a
five-speed automatic transmission available as an option. During the model year, the 4. For , the
chassis was given four-wheel disc brakes replacing rear drum brakes with the rear discs being
the largest offered on a solid rear axle Explorer The fuel tank was also enlarged from 20 gallons
to 22 gallons. Built on a lengthened Ford Explorer chassis, the Sport Trac was constructed
using parts from three Ford vehicles, with the addition of model-specific pickup truck bed.
Sharing the front fascia and fenders with the two-door Explorer Sport, the four-door cab was
constructed from the four-door Ford Explorer with modified rear doors. Designed specifically
for the Sport Trac, the inch long [1] pickup bed was constructed entirely of plastic composite
material; the tailgate was shared with the Ford F SuperCrew. To add additional load space for
the shortened pickup bed, Ford offered a metal load extender to be used with the tailgate.
Another option included a removable hard plastic tonneau cover for the pickup bed. Sharing its
interior with the two-door and four-door Explorer which shared much of its dashboard with the
Ranger , the Sport Trac retained the fold-down rear seats of the four-door Explorer to expand
storage space. A full rubber floor was standard as in base-trim pickup trucks , with berber-style
carpet floor mats. The Sport Trac was configured with a power-retractable "Breezeway" rear
window a feature last used by Ford on the Mercury line in place of a sliding rear window. In
another revision, the B-pillars were changed from black to body-colored. For , the gray bumpers
and side skirts were darkened in color; a new option offered body-color bumpers and side
skirts. After skipping the model year, the new design was released as for the model year. As
part of the redesign, the wheelbase was stretched to In a break from its predecessor, the Sport
Trac adopted the four-wheel independent suspension of the Ford Explorer; with the exception
of the Honda Ridgeline and Hummer H1 , the Sport Trac became the first pickup truck with such
a suspension layout. As a standard engine, the second-generation Sport Trac retained the 4. For
the first time the Sport Trac offered a V8 engine option, the hp 4. The five-speed manual
transmission was discontinued, with the 5R55W five-speed automatic becoming standard
equipment with the 4. Again derived from a lengthened Ford Explorer, the second-generation
Sport Trac was fitted with a plastic composite pickup truck bed. As the two-door Ford Explorer
Sport was discontinued in , the second-generation Sport Trac adopted the front fascia of the
four-door Explorer. In a minor styling shift, while the large front fender flares were withdrawn,
the rear ones continued, styled similar to the F FlareSide pickup bed. Largely sharing its rear
doors with the Ford Explorer with a lack of a rear wheel cutout in the lower corners, due to the
longer wheelbase , the Sport Trac retained a Hofmeister kink in the rear quarter windows. As
with its predecessor, the Sport Trac retained the power-retractable "breezeway" rear window.
For , the Adrenalin appearance package see below was added, along with the addition of SYNC
as an infotainment media system. On the Sport Trac, the XLT mid-range on the Explorer served
as the standard trim level, with the Limited serving as the upgraded trim level. Along with the
standardization of many optional features of the XLT, the monochromatic Limited replaces the
chrome grille and black lower body trim of the XLT with a body-color grille and trim. Powered by
a supercharged version of the 4. While the SVT-supercharged V8 was not included, many
design elements of the model were included, including its blacked-out headlights, black grille,
model-specific bumpers, model-specific front fenders distinguished by side vents ,
monochromatic interior trim, integrated running boards, and inch alloy wheels. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. The Car Design Yearbook 4. Ford vehicles. Ford Motor
Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category Commons. Categories : Ford vehicles Sport utility
trucks All-wheel-drive vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles s cars Cars introduced in Motor
vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: Articles with short description
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Pickup truck Class 1.
Ford Explorer Mercury Mountaineer. Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II. Expedition Max.
Pickup truck. Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty.
Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. The duration of the warranty period is indicated on the
front of the Invoice. If no warranty information is listed on the front of the invoice the following
warranty period applies. All warranties begin at the date of purchase invoice date not at the date
of installation. Warranties are non-transferable and only applies to original purchaser. At its
option, MAS will repair, replace or refund the purchase price of the part in the event of a failure.
MAS reserves the right to replace failed parts with equal to or greater than original mileage
parts. All warranty claims must accompany original invoice. Failure to provide proof any of
these steps were not taken by will void the warranty. Upon installation buyer agrees to follow

vehicles regular maintenance as recommended by manufacturer and may be required to provide
proof of such activities in the event of a warranty claim. Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed
this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle.
Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information myautostore Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member.
Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Camden, New Jersey, United States. Ships
to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Fits 4. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by myautostore. Auto Store Parts. Visit my eBay store. Search
Store. Engine Assembly- Transfer Cases- Items On Sale. Lack of valid business name and
phone number will delay your order. Please provide the business name and phone number
during eBay checkout. Daytime phone number is required load will not deliver until appointment
is scheduled. Customer Pickup Free Customers can elect to pick up this item at the location
stated in this listing. Sales Tax may be applicable. You must provide at the time of check out a
day time phone number. You must also provide our authorized Proof of Purchase email at the
time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If not presented you will be turned away
until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for your own protection. The Proof of
Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of full payment. Parts that are being
picked up at the local warehouse are not prepared for shipment. They will not have any
packaging included. If you will need this type of service please contact us. Some listings
include a warranty and others do not. Each listing will clearly state the warranty length if
applicable. If the part you receive does not fit or work in your vehicle, we may ask you for a
digital picture and your vehicle's VIN number so we can properly assist you. This means that if
the part is not the correct part, does not work properly, or becomes damaged in any way due to
the length of transit time, we will not cover it under our return or warranty policies. We will also
not refund any additional costs of shipping due to forwarded items. Help Message Core Charge.
Core is an acronym for 'Cash On Return'. A core charge is sometimes applied to rebuildable
parts such as engines or alternators that can be redeemed for a portion of their original price. If
the part you are purchasing has a core charge applied, it will be noted in the description. Parts
Grading. A standard code system is used to communicate the condition and quality of a part
between automotive recyclers, automotive repair shops, and insurers. Knowing how these
codes are used will help you understand whether the part meets your expectations before you
buy it and what you can expect from the part when you receive it. A Grade - The highest quality
part. B Grade - The second level quality part. It is of average miles and normal condition for its
age. C Grade - The third level quality part. No Grade - A part that has not yet been graded. To
learn more about Parts Grading click here. Repair Shops Direct to Consumer Parts Yards
Exports 6 months part only warranty 6 months part only warranty 90 day part only warranty No
warranty All warranties begin at the date of purchase invoice date not at the date of installation.
Mechanical Warranty Disclaimer and Validation Engines: are guaranteed against knocking and
excessive smoking. Your warranty is voided if engines heat tab is melted or removed. Engine
warranties are limited to defects in the block, heads, pistons, crankshafts, camshafts, rockers,
and oil pumps. All other parts included are considered accessories or extra parts. While

engines may come with additional accessories, these are not covered under any warranty and
are included to aid in the convenience of installation. Transmissions: are warrantied to be in
good working order against any slippage or shifting failures. Any accessories such as but not
limited to: modulators, governors, electrical controls, linkage, mounts, seals, gaskets or fluids
are not covered under warranty. Differentials: All internal lubricated parts within the drive axle
housing are guaranteed in good working condition at the time of purchase. Used tires are not
tested or labeled by MAS to meet any safety standards. The purchaser of used tires from MAS
agrees to accept all risks relating to the use of such used tires. The parts stated do not come
with any warranty unless otherwise stated on this receipt. Often times computers need to be
reprogrammed which is to be performed at buyers expense SHEET METAL Cosmetic or surface
corrosion resulting from chips, scratches, or other causes; corrosion perforation caused by
improper installation, neglect, accident, abuse, or any event not considered normal use to your
vehicle; damage from the environment, including weather, hail damage, airborne fallout
chemicals, acid rain, etc. MAS is not responsible for buyer error. Shipping and Handling
charges are non refundable unless otherwise stated All implied warranties, including warranties
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are limited to the duration of this warranty
and do not cover incidental or consequential damages. Some states do not allow limitations on
how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion of incidental or consequential damages, so
the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal
rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state. The purchaser hereby
understands that due to the nature of used auto parts, any liability of MAS from all causes shall
be limited to the price paid for the goods sold or provided. Residents Colorado residents will be
charged a sales tax rate of 7. Please check rates below. After receiving the item, contact seller
within Refund will be given as Return shipping 30 days Money back Buyer pays return shipping
Please check the listing for important warranty information regarding the item being sold.
Payment Options. Shop with Confidence. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to
Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return
policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return
to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this
variation. Every time. Donor Vehicle. TIRES Due to many varied and different conditions to
which used tires may have previously been exposed, MAS makes absolutely NO warranty,
expressed or implied, as to the fitness for a general or particular purpose or of merchantability
in connection with any sale of used tires. Often times computers need to be reprogrammed
which is to be performed at buyers expense. SHEET METAL Cosmetic or surface corrosion
resulting from chips, scratches, or other causes; corrosion perforation caused by improper
installation, neglect, accident, abuse, or any event not considered normal use to your vehicle;
damage from the environment, including weather, hail damage, airborne fallout chemicals, acid
rain, etc. In general if part is accepted and installed on the vehicle. Change country: -SelectUnited States There are 1 items available. Sorry, something went wrong. Please refresh this
page and try again. To complete your truck, you need a tonneau cover. There are, in fact,
several designs available. A one-piece design and hand-tightened clamps make this the easiest
tonneau cover to install. Soft folding covers are lightweight and easy to operate. Manufactured
from durable vinyl over an aluminum frame. Ideal for truck owners on a budget who won't need
to open and shut the cover frequently. Good for hauling small cargo that doesn't require a
high-degree of weather protection. Both designs are rugged and durable, making them
appropriate for work trucks, off-roaders, and everything in between. One of the
easiest-to-operate cover designs, retractable tonneau covers provide outstanding security and
weather resistance, making them ideal for securing golf clubs, tools, and other small, valuable
cargo. They are easy to operate and most can be locked into multiple open positions. These
covers offer low-profile or flush fitment, creating a sleek, stylish look. Painted tonneau covers
are color-matched to your vehicles OEM paint code, creating the ultimate custom look. Most of
these covers are made of fiberglass or ABS and have a one-piece design that provides
exceptional security and water resistance. Heavy-duty tonneau covers provide extra durability

and carrying capacity with optional features including built-in tool boxes and cargo areas on top
of the cover itself. Made with tough materials, these covers are designed to work just as hard as
you and your truck do. Available in heavy-duty vinyl roll-up or hinged designs. Easy to install in
a few minutes. If your truck is equipped with a standard inch toolbox, a toolbox tonneau cover
will fit your bed. Soft and hard covers are represented here in folding, roll-up, and snap designs,
alongside retractable tonneau covers that include their own toolbox. Contact our friendly staff
of truck experts with a simple chat or call. Connection: Offline. Select year. Explorer Sport Trac.
Shop Now. Made in USA. Truck Covers USA. Price Range. Extang Trifecta Signature 2. Soft
Folding Tonneau Cover A one-piece design and hand-tightened clamps make this the easiest
tonneau cover to install. Soft Roll Up Tonneau Cover Ideal for truck owners on a budget who
won't need to open and shut the cover frequently. Retractable Tonneau Cover One of the
easiest-to-operate cover designs, retractable tonneau covers provide outstanding security and
weather resistance, making them ideal for securing golf clubs, tools, and other small, valuable
cargo. Hard Roll Up Tonneau Cover These covers offer low-profile or flush fitment, creating a
sleek, stylish look. Painted Tonneau Cover Painted tonneau covers are color-matched to your
vehicles OEM paint code, creating the ultimate custom look. Heavy Duty Tonneau Cover
Heavy-duty tonneau covers provide extra durability and carrying capacity with optional features
including built-in tool boxes and cargo areas on top of the cover itself. Toolbox Tonneau Cover
If your truck is equipped with a standard inch toolbox, a toolbox tonneau cover will fit your bed.
The Ford Explorer Sport Trac pickup truck was the first mid-sized truck by Ford and has a
timeless cult following that love the Sport Trac. No doubt that your truck has some miles and
thus some wear-and-tear. We can give your truck the protection, style, and comfort it needs.
Your session has timed out making your current request no longer valid. Please reload your
page and re-try your request again. We are Here to Help! Add a vehicle. Find your vehicle.
Please select a submodel Submodel. Clear Filters. Vehicle Type. For those that want a
heavy-duty seat cover that is waterproof, stylish and fits like a glove. Front and Rear Sold
Separately. An exciting new approach to camo Front and Rear Sold Separately. The Classic look
and feel of genuine leather at a fraction of the cost. Classy comfort and luxurious feel premium
leather seat covers. Luxurious feel of leather and microfiber add style and unbeatable comfort!
Bring out your worldly style with crocodile, ostrich, carbon fiber, and more! Luxurious
microfiber seats are soft, cooling, and stain-resistant. Contour-hugging seat covers that look
great, provide insulation and are a sports enthusiast go-to cover. Cooling ride spacer mesh seat
covers allow air to circulate keeping you cooler while you ride. Soft supple velour seat covers at
an economical price. Blend into the urban darkness with our black multi-camo. Heavy-duty
waterproof Endura Fabric. One of the most classic green military camo styles. Camo to blend
into the darkness. Perfect for tactical and night time hunting. The perfect hunting seat covers
featuring a popular spring woods camo pattern everyone is obsessed with. Camo seat covers
designed to bring tranquility with soothing colors and foam-backed support. Toxic camo
features vibrant yellow's and green's that almost appear to glow paired with a corrosive
countryside. There is a balance of intenseness and peacefulness you get by staring into the
Undertow camo patterns. A bold fire filled camo that is spreading like Wildfire across the nation.
The modern look you h
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ave been looking for in your seat covers is Carbon Fiber! Check these covers out. Bold looks
with a luxurious look and feel of leather to turn heads! Show off your predator nature with our
exotic crocodile seat covers! The subtle look of fine Ostrich leather at a price tag you can
afford! Easy on off seat covers that are durable and highly water resistant. Ford Explorer Sport
Trac Models:. That's right we custom-make the finest seat covers for your truck in a wide range
of materials to meet your lifestyle. Every one of our seat covers is meticulously measured and
tailored for a perfect fit. We hug every curve and foam-back the material of your choice to give
added comfort which we are sure your truck needs by now. All of our seat covers are made with
premium materials. For rugged waterproof performance, we have our Endura line which is made
from a super durable material similar to Cordura that is tightly woven to bead water off
preventing any moisture from seeping into the seat covers.

